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1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider a (twice) continuously differentiable function F : D C ,~  ----, ~ and the associated 
system 
F(x) = 0. (1. i )  
When F is nonl inear, Newton's  method is a basic tool to solve (1.1). For n = 1~ a thorough 
analysis of the method and many of its variants may be found in [1]. For n > 1, the following 
modif icat ion of Newton's  method was introduced by Col latz (see [2]): 
yk+l k := y,~ - F ' (y~ - wF ' (y~) - lF (yk) ,~) - l F (yk)w,  for k = 0, 1 . . . . .  (1.2) 
with 0 ~ w < 1. Col latz a t t r ibuted (1.2) to Pasqual i  and pointed out that ,  with convenient 
hypotheses,  it yields cubic convergence when w = 1/2. Some t ime later Pasqual i  [3] analyzed (1.2) 
and proved that  it yields cubic convergence if and only if w = 1/2; it was also shown that  in this 
case, (1.2) may be a better  opt ion than the Newton method when solving the Chandrasekhar  
equat ion for the crit ical value of its parameter.  Independent ly  and based on [2], Wolfe [4] analyzed 
the extended version of (1.2) (also known as simplified or modified) with ~ = 1/2 and a fixed 
step p > 1, defined for k -- 0, 1 . . . .  by 
yk,O : ~- yk 
for i = 1 , . . . ,p  
yk,, : :  yk,Z-1 _ F '  yk _ F , (yk ) - l F (yk)  F(yk,~- l )  
yk+l : : yk,p  
Wolfe proved that  the convergence order of (1.3) is 2 + p; later on, in [5], he considered (1.3) 
with convexity hypotheses, i.e., in the context of the monotone Newton theorem, and proved an 
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extension of this theorem with the complementary Fourier sequence generated by 
. / -1 
X k' i  :--~ X k ' i -1  -- F '  yk _ 1F , (yk ) - l F (yk  ) F(xk,i-1). (1.4) 
2 
It is interesting to point out here that Traub had analyzed to some extent (1.2) with n = 1 as a 
member of a family of variations of Newton's method (see formula (8-12) and Section 9.31 in [1]). 
The main objective of this note is to give comparison theorems for (1.3) and (1.4) with the 
hypotheses in the monotone Newton theorem. A typical result is that if 0 < F(w°), 0 _< F(y°), 
w 0 < y0, and F(y*) = 0, then y* <_ w k <_ yk, for all k, i.e., the sequence generated by (1.3) with 
starting point w ° converges monotonically faster than the one with starting point y0; this provides 
a theoretical justification for the experimental data obtained for the Chandrasekhar equation in 
Tables 1 and 2 in [3]. Similar results hold for the Newton method [6], but the simplicity of their 
proofs doesn't seem to be possible in the present context. Moreover, the approach proposed here 
may set the lines to deal with other methods like the T- and the W-methods [4,5]. For simplicity, 
only p = 1 will be considered, and for w -- 1/2 the notation in (1.3) will be adopted. Following 
Wolfe, the algorithm generated by (1.3) and (1.4) will be referred to as the P-method. 
2. THE MONOTONE THEOREM FOR THE P-METHOD 
It will be throughout assumed that 
<x°,y °> := {x : x °<x<y°}CD and F(x °) < O < F(y°), 
where the inequalities are to be understood componentwise. Also for y C <x°,y°>, F'(y)  is 
a nonsingular M-matrix, i.e., (F'(y))i,j < 0 for i ~ j and F'(y) -1 >_ 0; note that this last 
inequality becomes trict, i.e., all entries are positive, in case F'(y) is irreducible. We also 
assume that F"  > 0, i.e., (F")(u) is a nonnegative matrix whenever u > 0, and also that F"  is 
Lipschitz continuous and nonincreasing in <x°,y°>. As a consequence, F ' is isotone on <x°,y°>, 
i.e., F' (x)  < F'(y) whenever x ° < x < y < y0; recall that i f F '  is isotone, then F is order convex. 
The monotone Newton theorem ensures that there exists a unique y* E (x °, y0) for which (1.1) 
holds [7]. 
THEOREM 2. i .  The sequences generated by (1.3) and (1.4) satisfy 
F(x k) < O < F(yk), xk T y*, yk i y., and [[yk+l_xk+l[[ <_ M[lyk _ xk[[2+p. 
PROOF. See [5]. 
Note that there are other possible variants for Theorem 2.1 by interchanging the roles of x ° 
and yO, and also by assuming that F"  < 0, thus yielding that F '  is antitone. 
3. COMPARISON THEOREMS FOR THE P-METHOD 
The P-method for (1.2) may be viewed as a fixed point iteration for the function 
P~(y) := y - F ' (G~(y)) - lF(y) ,  where G~(y) :-- y - wF ' (y ) - lF (y ) .  
LEMMA 3.1. I f  F(y) >_ 0 , then P~'(y) >_ 0 for 0 <_ ~ < 1/2. If, moreover, F(y) • O, F '(y)  
is irreducible, and Oiifj(y) > O, 1 <_ i , j  <_ n, then P~'(y) > O, i.e., all the entries are strictly 
positive. 
PROOF. Only the case w = 1/2 will be dealt with. Set G :-- G1/2 and P := P1/2, and notice first 
that 
G'(y) = l I  + F ' (y ) - l F " (y )F ' (y ) - l F (y ) ,  
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where it is implicitly used that F "(y) is symmetric, when considered as a bilinear form. Consider 
P '(y) = I - (F ' (G(y))  -1) 'F(y) - F ' (G(y ) ) - :F ' (y )  
(3.1) 
= I - F ' (G(y ) ) - :F ' (y )  + F ' (G(y ) ) - :F " (G(y ) )G ' (y )F ' (G(y ) ) - I F (y ) .  
The hypotheses yield that 
I -  F ' (G(y ) ) - :F ' (y )  = F ' (G(y ) ) - :  [ fo lF" (y  + t(G(y) - y))(G(y) - y)dtJ 
- 1F ' (G(y ) ) - l [ fo :F" (y+t (G(y) -y ) )d t ]F ' (y ) - :F (y  ) 
> -1F  ' (G(y ) ) - I F " (G(y ) )F  ' (G(y) ) - :F(y) .  
Notice that the last inequality holds because G(y) < y . Going back to (3.1), it follows that 
P ' (y )  > F ' (G(y ) ) - I F " (G(y ) )  [G ' (y ) -  111 F ' (G(y ) ) - I F (y )  
= 2F ' (G(y ) ) - I F " (G(y ) )  [F ' (y ) - :F " (y )F ' (y ) - l F (y ) ]  F ' (G(y ) ) - :F (y )  > O. 
The last inequality above follows easily, because all the operators involved are nonnegative. As 
for the second statement in the lemma, it is only necessary to notice that for each coordinate 
w~ctor e j, F " (y ) (e j )  is a nonvanishing nonnegative matrix, so that P' (y) (e j )  > O. 
As in the proof of the previous lemma, only the case ~ = 1/2 will be considered in the sequel. 
COROLLARY 3.2. I f  there exists a continuously differentiable path ~/ : [0, 1] ----, D such that 
F(7(t)) > 0 and y'(t)  > O, t • [0, 1], then 
P(7(s)) _< P('y(t)), 0 < s < t < I. 
If'also for some fixed t, ~/'(t) > O, F ' (~(t ) )  is irreducible, O~ifj(~/(t)) > O, 1 <_ i , j  <_ n and s < t, 
then P(7(s)  ) < P(7(t)) ,  i.e., inequality is strict in a11 coordinates. 
Recall that, since O:f:(y*) > O, the implicit function theorem implies the existence of neigh- 
borhoods U: of y*, 1'1 of ~ := (y~,.. . ,  y[) and a function g: : V1 ~ N, such that f: (gl (Y), ~) = 0 
and i fy  • U satisfies fl(y) = 0, theny l  =91(Y) (Y:= (Y2 . . . . .  y~)). Note that i fy  • (x°,y °} 
satisfies F(y) >_ 0 (respectively, F(y) _< 0), then y >_ y* (respectively,  _< y*). Since we always 
O:fl(y) > 0, it may be supposed that <~-6 )--6) C V1. Moreover, since for y • (x°,y°}, have that 
f l  (Y) = O:f: • (yl - gl(y)), it may also be supposed that (x °, yo} C U:, and if we set 
it follows that C + -- {y • (x° ,y°) :  f:(y) > 0}. Analogously, implicit functions can be defined 
throughout each coordinate projection of (x °, y0}, and by considering the corresponding sets C +, 
i = 2 . . . .  , n, it follows that 
F* := {y•(x  ° ,y° ) :F (y )>0} = [2~C +. 
LEMMA 3.3. I f  F(y)  > O, then F(P(y) )  > O. 
PROOF. Recall that 
f (P (y ) )  = F(y) + F ' (y ) (P (y )  - y) + (1 - t )F" (y  + t(P(y) - y))((P(y) - y), (P(y) - y)) dr. 
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Thus [5], 
~(P(y))  _> F(y) + F ' (y ) (P(y)  - y) + ~ ~0 
Now, since F ' (y  + (1/2)(P(y) - y ) )F ' (C(y) )  -1 < I, we get 
F(P (y ) )  > F(y)  + F ' (y ) (P (y )  -y )  + IF '  (y  + l (p(y)  _y ) )  - F'(y)]  (P(y) - y) 
=F(y) -F '  (y  + 2(P(y)  - y ) )  F ' (C (y ) ) - l F (y )  > O. 
THEOREM 3.4. Consider z ° • F + and define z k+1 := P(zk).  Then z k <<_ yk, k = O, 1, . . . .  If, 
moreover, F ' (y  °) is irreducible, O~Jj(y °) > O, 1 < i , j  < n, and y* ~ z ° ~ yO, then 
y* < z k < yk, k = 1,2 . . . . .  (3.2) 
PROOF. Consider in F + the path 7(t) := z ° + t(y ° - z°), t • [0, 1], and apply the results above. 
It is to be noted that with the strengthened hypotheses, y* # z ° implies y* < z k while z ° ~ yO 
implies z k < yk in (3.2). 
THEOREM 3.5. For z ° • F + consider Xkz +1 :=  3S k - -  F ' (a (zk) ) - l F (xkz) ,  where x ° := x °. Then 
k k = O, 1 , . . . .  With the hypotheses leading to (3.2), i f x  ° # y*, then ask < xz, 
xk < asz < k 1,2, 
PROOF. The proof is by induction and applies the previous theorem. Notice first that 
xk+~ as~+1 ~ _ as~ [F(asb _ p(as~)] z - = xz + F' (C(yk))  -1 
+ [F'(C(yk)) -~ - F '(C(z~)) -~] F(as~). (33) 
It is straightforward to get that if z k < yk, then F ' (G(yk) )  -1 < F ' (G(zk) )  - I ,  whereas with the 
strengthened hypotheses, which imply that F '  cannot be constant on any open set, the latter 
inequality becomes trict whenever the former is strict; this is so, because if F ' is not constant on 
any open set and F ' (y°)  is irreducible, then z k < yk implies that G(z k) < G(y k) [6], which yields 
that F ' (G(zk) )  < F ' (G(yk) ) ,  with equality excluded, hence the statement. Thus, the rightmost 
term in (3.3) is nonnegative and becomes trictly positive with the strengthened hypotheses. On 
the other hand, since x k < G(y k) implies F ' (G(yk) ) - l F ' (x~)  < I, it follows that 
F ' (G(yk) )  -1 [F(x ~) - F(xzk)] > F ' (G(yk)) - lF ' (xkz) (X k - askz) > (x k - xkz). 
The conclusions can now be easily obtained. 
THEOREM 3.6. For w ° • <x°,y°> such that F (w °) < O, set w k+l := w k -F ' (G(yk) ) - l F (wk) .  
Then x k <_ w ~ < y*, k = 0,1, . . . .  
PROOF. It follows inductively and 
COROLLARY 3.7. Consider z °, w ° 
wk+1 := w k _ F ' (G(zk ) ) - I F (wk) .  
by applying that F ' (G(yk) ) - l F ' (w  k) < I. 
• <x° ,y°>,  such that F(w °) < o < F(z °) 
Then 
and define now 
x k <w k<y.  <z  k<yk ,  k=O,  1 . . . . .  
If, moreover, F ' (y  °) is irreducible, Oi J j (y °) > O, 1 < i , j  <_ n, and x ° # w ° # y* # z ° # yO, then 
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